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Changes in the UK Tax Treatment of Carried
Interest
By Sonia Girgis
In the recent Summer Budget, the Chancellor announced that with immediate effect, there would be changes to
the way that carried interest is taxed. In technical terms, the “base cost shift” which enabled an investment
manager to take advantage of a share of the capital invested by external investors in calculating the gain on its
carried interest, has been abolished. Going forward, only actual investment by an individual participating in the
carried interest can be taken into account in calculating the capital gain on the realisation of underlying
investments. This measure is intended to ensure that individuals pay the full rate of capital gains tax on their
economic gain from carried interest. Legislation was published on 15 July 2015, and HMRC guidance followed on
20 July 2015.
Essentially, a quirk in the UK tax rules on partnerships, in accordance with long-standing practice of HMRC,
meant that, in a fund scenario, an investment manager would be taxed on an amount which was less than the
distribution it actually received from the fund. Some of the external investors’ base cost in the fund would be
transferred to the investment manager. From a technical perspective, there would then be a profit shift from the
investors to the investment manager, which is the base cost shift. This base cost shift would have the effect of
reducing the effective rate of capital gains tax paid by investment managers. Given that the highest rate of UK
income tax is currently 45%, this treatment had made an already attractive rate of 28% on capital gains even
more desirable.
For UK taxpayers who receive carried interest, this recent change will result in an increased tax burden.
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About Morrison & Foerster:
We are Morrison & Foerster—a global firm of exceptional credentials. Our clients include some of the largest
financial institutions, investment banks, Fortune 100, technology and life science companies. We’ve been
included on The American Lawyer’s A-List for 11 straight years, and Fortune named us one of the “100 Best
Companies to Work For.” Our lawyers are committed to achieving innovative and business-minded results for our
clients, while preserving the differences that make us stronger. This is MoFo. Visit us at www.mofo.com.
Because of the generality of this update, the information provided herein may not be applicable in all situations
and should not be acted upon without specific legal advice based on particular situations. Prior results do not
guarantee a similar outcome.
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